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Abstract
Bayesian optimization (BO) and its batch ex-
tensions are successful for optimizing expensive
black-box functions. However, these traditional
BO approaches are not yet ideal for optimizing less
expensive functions when the computational cost of
BO can dominate the cost of evaluating the black-
box function. Examples of these less expensive
functions are cheap machine learning models, in-
expensive physical experiment through simulators,
and acquisition function optimization in Bayesian
optimization. In this paper, we consider a batch BO
setting for situations where function evaluations are
less expensive. Our model is based on a new explo-
ration strategy using geometric distance that pro-
vides an alternative way for exploration, selecting
a point far from the observed locations. Using
that intuition, we propose to use Sobol sequence to
guide exploration that will get rid of running mul-
tiple global optimization steps as used in previous
works. Based on the proposed distance exploration,
we present an efficient batch BO approach. We
demonstrate that our approach outperforms other
baselines and global optimization methods when
the function evaluations are less expensive.
1 Introduction
Bayesian optimization (BO) has received considerable atten-
tion in tuning hyper-parameters for complex models and al-
gorithms [Brochu et al., 2010; Hennig and Schuler, 2012;
Snoek et al., 2012; Shahriari et al., 2016]. In a standard set-
ting, BO suggests one evaluation at a time, whereas batch BO
can recommend multiple evaluations where parallel facilities
are available. The batch setting is essential to speed up the op-
timization. Such scenarios appear, for instance, in optimizing
computer models where several cores are available for paral-
lel runs. Another example is in wet-lab experiments, wherein
the need for batch experiments is significant as the cost of
testing one experiment is the same as testing a batch.
Typically, batch Bayesian optimization considers address-
ing the expensive black-box functions in which the computa-
tional cost of batch approaches are negligible with respect to
the function evaluation cost. In such cases, the computation
of batch algorithms may not influence the optimization per-
formance. On the contrary, if the function evaluation is cheap,
one can make use of the global optimization techniques, such
as Direct or multi-start Newton method. Thus, a computa-
tionally expensive batch BO approach may not be the right
choice when the function evaluation is cheap.
However, there are many less expensive optimization prob-
lems where function evaluations (including evaluating time
and economic cost) are neither highly expensive nor so cheap.
When optimizing these functions, the computation of batch
BO becomes sensitive and plays an important role in the op-
timization performance. To highlight such computational ef-
fects, in the experiments, we specifically consider the less ex-
pensive functions including machine learning models training
on medium size datasets, inexpensive physical experiment via
simulators, and acquisition function optimization (an auxil-
iary step in BO). The existing batch Bayesian optimization
techniques may not be well suited for these functions. This is
because their computations can be slower than the black-box
function evaluations and thus the cheap global optimization
techniques are more favorable.
In this paper, we consider batch Bayesian optimization
problem for situations where the black-box function evalu-
ation is less expensive in terms of evaluation time and eco-
nomic cost. To make batch algorithm efficient, we design
to select a first point in the batch using a standard BO and
the remaining points in cheaper computational ways. For this
purpose, we propose a new data-driven space filling strategy,
called distance exploration (DE). Our intuition for distance
exploration is based on the fact that the best location for ex-
ploration should not be close to the existing observations. We
propose to use Sobol sequence [Sobol’, 1967] to find such ex-
plorative points efficiently. Despite of being simple, our strat-
egy maintains the desirable property of exploration. In addi-
tion, our model enjoys computational advantage as our model
only needs to perform a single global optimization step, as
opposed to all other existing batch Bayesian optimization
approaches which either sequentially perform B global op-
timizations [Desautels et al., 2014; Kathuria et al., 2016;
Contal et al., 2013] (where B is a batch size) or solves even
more complex approximation [Shah and Ghahramani, 2015;
Wu and Frazier, 2016; Daxberger and Low, 2017]. We vali-
date our model using an extensive set of benchmark functions
and selected real-world applications which are less expensive.
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These experiments demonstrate that our distance exploration
(DE) approach outperforms all the baselines in terms of com-
putation while being competitive in finding the optimal value.
Our main contributions are
• A first study of Bayesian optimization to tackle the prob-
lem of less expensive function evaluation.
• A novel view for exploration using distance and a batch
BO approach using distance exploration.
• Validation on benchmark and real applications where
evaluations are not highly expensive.
2 Batch BO for Less Expensive Functions
To address the problem of less expensive black-box function,
we aim to propose a scalable batch BO algorithm whose com-
putation is faster than such black-boxes. Before going to de-
tail of the proposed method, we briefly summarize and moti-
vate from the existing approaches.
Most of the existing work in batch Bayesian optimization
[Contal et al., 2013; Desautels et al., 2014; González et al.,
2016] try to find locations based on the shape of the posterior
and the values that one might observe at the next point being
sampled. However, BO may not reach to its asymptotic con-
vergence because the accurate GP posteriors can never be ob-
tained due to (1) given limited observations and (2) the imper-
fection of the GP hyper-parameter estimation, as mentioned
in [Wang and de Freitas, 2014].
One way to improve Bayesian optimization is through the
GP surrogate model. To improve the GP surrogate model of
the black-box function f , it is intuitive to gain information
about f as much as possible. By gaining more information
about f , we can have a better fitting of a GP surrogate. This
can be done by picking the first point in the batch to be the
optimum of our standard BO, i.e., via UCB [Srinivas et al.,
2010] or EI [?] acquisition function, and choosing the re-
maining points in the batch by using a cheaper strategy. Such
a cheaper strategy will help us to address the less expensive
function setting.
2.1 The Proposed UCB-DE
To make a batch BO algorithm efficient, we propose to se-
lect the first element in the batch as the standard BO xt,1 =
argmaxx∈X αUCBt (x). Here, we use the GP-UCB [Srinivas
et al., 2010] which possesses the nice convergent analysis al-
though this can be applicable for other acquisition functions.
After obtaining the first element by UCB, we fill in a space
with a batch of B−1 points xt,b,∀b ∈ {2, ...,B} by using dis-
tance exploration (DE) presented in the next section. This
step aims to gather a batch of diversity points to gain infor-
mation about the black-box function f in a cheap computa-
tion way. We summarize our UCB-DE in Algorithm 1.
Our approach spends B−1 points in a batch to gain infor-
mation about the black-box function f . We guide it to select
the points which are as far as possible from the existing obser-
vations to learn about f . This way will help to estimate better
the GP model (a surrogate model of f ) which later informs to
select a next point. Since the first point in a batch is using a
standard BO, our model still performs exploitation to find the
Algorithm 1 UCB-DE for Batch Bayesian Optimization.
Input: initial data D0, #iter T , batch size B, l(a,b) =
∑dj=1
1
σ j ||a j−b j||2, g(x,D) = minxi∈D l(x,xi)
1: Generate S = [s1...sM]∼ Sobol sequence
2: for t = 1 to T do
3: Obtain xt,1 = argmaxx∈X αUCBt (x)
4: Augment Dt,1 =Dt−1∪xt,1
5: for i = 2 to B do
6: Select xt,i = argmax∀s∈S g(s,Dt,i−1)
7: Augment Dt,i =Dt,i−1∪xt,i
8: end for
9: Evaluate in parallel yt,b = f
(
xt,b
)
,∀b≤ B
10: Augment Dt =Dt−1∪
(
xt,b,yt,b
)B
b=1
11: end for
Output: a recommendation x∗ = argmaxx∈X µ(x |DT )
optimum, one of the key factor in decision making. In other
words, our approach uses B− 1 points for exploration and a
point for exploitation in each iteration.
Our approach requires only one run of global optimization,
opposed to all other existing batch BO approaches which ei-
ther sequentially perform B global optimizations [Desautels
et al., 2014; Kathuria et al., 2016; Contal et al., 2013] or
solve even more complex approximation [Shah and Ghahra-
mani, 2015; Wu and Frazier, 2016; Nguyen et al., 2016b;
Daxberger and Low, 2017; Wang et al., 2018].
2.2 Distance Exploration (DE)
We present a simple, but effective, strategy for filling the B−
1 remaining points in a batch, called distance exploration. We
first summarize that the traditional space filling strategies can
not take into account the existing observations to make the
best space-filling. Then, we describe the proposed distance
exploration and discuss some useful properties.
Data-driven space filling strategies.
There are existing well known strategies for space filling,
such as Latin hypercube design [McKay et al., 1979] and
Sobol sequence [Sobol’, 1967]. However, most of such
strategies are not designed for data-driven setting, or under
the presence of observations. Example of the Sobol sequence
is in Fig. 1. We can see that the points in the vanilla Sobol
sequence are not yet optimal for exploration as they may lo-
cate near the existing observations. This is because the vanilla
Sobol sequence is unable to take into account the existing ob-
servations to make a better design. In our setting of batch
BO, we aim to fill a space such that we do not want to assign
points close to the existing observations. The conventional
space filling approaches [Sobol’, 1967] are restricted for this
scenario, to our knowledge.
Distance exploration (DE) for data-driven space filling.
We propose a space filling approach given the existence of the
observed locations. Intuitively, we aim to fill in a space with
high uncertainty points which should not be close to already
observed locations. If a considered data point stays closer
to an observed location, the less uncertainty it gets, and vice
Data-driven space filling using DE
Initial Data Sobol Points Filled Data
Figure 1: Examples of DE to fill a space with 3 extra points given 10
initial observed locations (+) . We first use a Sobol sequence ∆ of 40
points to approximately find the good location which is far from the
existing observations. Then, we pick the best point from this Sobol
sequence and add this point into the observation set. We repeat the
process until a batch is filled. This process is done without requiring
a global optimization.
versa. Thus, we can employ the distance from an arbitrary lo-
cation to the observed locations as a guide for filling a space.
That is, we sequentially fill a space with the location xt s.t.
the distance from xt to its nearest observation xi ∈Dt is max-
imized, i.e. xt = argmaxx∈X ||x− [x]||2 where we denote a
nearest observation to x as [x] = argminxi∈Dt ||x−xi||2 andDt
is the observation set at iteration t. By using distance for data-
driven space filling, our DE offers the alternative exploration
to a Gaussian process predictive variance while DE gets rid
of cubic operation of these methods. Formally, we seek for
the point which is far from the existing observations, i.e.,
xt = argmax
x∈X
[argmin
xi∈Dt
l(x,xi)]. (1)
where the argmin is computed from a finite set of Dt and
argmax can be computed using either a global optimization
on a continuous domain X or a Sobol approximation in the
below section.
2.3 Finding The Farthest Points Efficiently
One can optimize the Eq. (1) directly to find the farthest
point, x ∈X , from the existing observation set Dt by run-
ning a global optimization. However, running B− 1 global
optimizations will be expensive, especially for high dimen-
sional functions, and finding the exact locations may not be
necessary since we will not directly use such points for final
recommendation. Instead, these points are used to gain infor-
mation for estimating a better GP surrogate model.
Therefore, we propose an efficient algorithm to find the
farthest points without using global optimization. Our idea
is as the following. Initially, we generate a Sobol sequence
[Sobol’, 1967] including M points, S = [s1, ...,sM],sm ∈Rd .
This step is required to compute once in advance. Then, at
each iteration t, we evaluate the “explorative score” at those
Sobol points using a function minxi∈Dt l(sm,xi). Based on
such scores, we can approximately compute the Eq. (1) to
choose the farthest point as
xt = argmax
∀sm∈S
[argmin
xi∈Dt
l(x,xi)]. (2)
Next, we add this found point into the observation set (in a
greedy manner) Dt,i = Dt,i−1∪xt and sequentially repeat this
process to fill a remaining B− 1 points in a batch while the
first point in a batch will be chosen by the standard GP-UCB.
An example of distance exploration for space filling is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. Given the 10 initial observed locations (+)
Dt , we generate 40 Sobol sequences (∆) then we fill a space
with 3 additional points by choosing the best points from the
Sobol sequence.
2.4 Computational Complexity
Let T denote #iteration, B #batch size, d #dimension, N = T B
#observation. In BO, global optimization, which repeatedly
evaluates the acquisition function, is used to select a point.
Let the number of evaluations in global optimization be Cd
as a function of the dimension d. Both BUCB [Desautels et
al., 2014] and our approach are similar in computing the first
point in a batch with the complexity of O(CdT N2) where the
Cholesky decomposition is used for matrix inversion.
The difference in computation is from selecting B− 1
points. In BUCB, , the total cost for selecting B− 1 ele-
ments in T iteration is O
[
T (B−1)(N2+CdN2)
]
. By noting
that N = T B, we have O(CdN3) and thus the total complex-
ity of BUCB (also applicable for CL, UCB-PE and DPP) is
O(Cd
[
T N2+N3
]
).
In our UCB-DE, the computation of Sobol sequence is pre-
computed once. The cost for finding a nearest point in Dt is
also cheap O(N). Thus, our UCB-DE is O(CdT N2), much
cheaper than BUCB.
2.5 Evaluation of Performance
In our setting, the points selected by the distance exploration
are different from the posterior maximum and does not rep-
resent the best guess for the global minimizer at each step.
On the other hand, when using the batch strategy based on
the values observed, such as GP-BUCB [Desautels et al.,
2014] and LP [González et al., 2016], these points do still
provide good results. However, when using distance ex-
ploration, the chosen points do not necessary contain high
function values. We therefore propose a greedy evaluation
at the posterior minimum as the final step of optimization.
That is, after t iterations, we take the recommendation point
as x˜t = argmaxx∈X µ(x | Dt) and use f (x˜t) for compar-
ison. This strategy is also popularly used for evaluating
information-theoretic BO approaches [Hennig and Schuler,
2012; Hernández-Lobato et al., 2014; Ru et al., 2018].
3 Experiments
We first demonstrate the efficiency of our UCB-DE against
the baselines on benchmark functions. Next, we highlight our
model on optimizing the less expensive functions. Finally, we
analyze the computational complexity.
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Figure 2: Top: comparison on iteration axis. Bottom: comparison on time axis which is suitable for a setting of less expensive function. Our
approach achieves superior performance within limited time. Best viewed in color.
Experimental setting. Given dimension d, the optimiza-
tion is run with an evaluation budget of T = 10d and the ini-
tial 3d points. The input is scaled x ∼ [0,1]d and the out-
put is standardized y ∼ N (0,1) for robustness. Although
our DE is applicable for anisotropic case of the distance,
we use the isotropic Euclidean distance for simplicity since
our main goal is to demonstrate the scalability for optimiz-
ing less expensive function. For other BO approaches, we
use the isotropic squared exponential (SE) kernel k (x,x′) =
exp
(−l(x,x′)|2) where l(a,b) = 1σl ||a− b||2 and σl is cho-
sen by maximizing the GP marginal likelihood [Rasmussen,
2006]. We repeat the experiments 20 times and report the
mean and standard error. All implementations are in Python
on a Windows machine Core i7 Ram 24GB. For the ex-
perimental evaluation, after t iterations, we take the recom-
mendation point as the maximum of the GP posterior, i.e.,
x˜t = argmaxx∈X µ(x |Dt) and use f (x˜t) for comparison. We
note that other batch approaches, such as BUCB, using either
f (x˜t) or max∀i≤t f (xt) will result in similar performance. We
use a Sobol sequence with M = 10×T ×B points.
Baselines. We use common batch BO baselines and global
optimization methods for comparison. These baselines in-
clude Constant liar (CL) [Ginsbourger et al., 2010] and lo-
cal penalization (LP) [González et al., 2016] from GPyOpt
toolbox1. GP-BUCB [Desautels et al., 2014], UCB pure ex-
ploration (PE) [Contal et al., 2013] and determinantal point
process (DPP) [Kathuria et al., 2016]. The UCB-PE is shown
as equivalent to the greedy DPP. Thus, in the experiment, we
1https://github.com/SheffieldML/GPyOpt
GlobalOpt, 20TB, 10TB
Figure 3: Comparison with different choices of M. Our approach
UCB-DE using Sobol sequence M ≥ 10T B achieves comparable
performance to using continuous global optimization.
denote UCB-PE (DPP) for comparing these two baselines.
UCB-Rand: select a first point in a batch by GP-UCB and the
remaining points by random. Batch Thompson sampling (B-
TS): although the batch TS approach [Hernández-Lobato et
al., 2017; Kirthevasan et al., 2018] is presented for distributed
setting, we restrict B-TS non-distributed in this paper. Ran-
dom search, L-BFGS-B (with multi-start) in Scipy and Direct
in nlopt package [Johnson, 2014].
3.1 Model analysis on number of Sobol points M
We analyze our model performance by varying the number of
Sobol points in Fig. 3. Using Hartmann d = 6 function, we
can see that increasing M can likely improve the performance
which is converged after M ≥ 10T B. Although we fix the
number of samples M = 10T B in the experiments, we would
suggest increasing this value if we have generous computa-
tional budget.
In addition, we empirically show that our approach using
Sobol sequence in Eq. (2) with sufficiently number of points
M (e.g., 10T B or 20T B) achieves comparable performance to
the case of using continuous global optimization, as in Eq.
(1). The first reason is by the imperfectness of the global
optimization. The second reason is that we may not need to
find the exact farthest points for the purpose of exploration.
The UCB-Rand is inferior to UCB-DE irrespective of the
choices M. This is because of the property of Sobol sequence
[Sobol’, 1967] makes the points diversed while there is no
such guarantee for random points.
3.2 Comparison on benchmark functions
We compare our UCB-DE with batch BO baselines on bench-
mark functions in Fig. 2 under the iteration axis (top) and
time axis (bottom). All of the BO methods perform gener-
ally well and competitive because they are similar in selecting
the first element in a batch (except B-TS). The key difference
is from selecting the remaining B− 1 points. Our proposed
UCB-DE performs better than the baselines. This is because
DE selects points far away from the existing observations to
learn better the GP surrogate model. We improve the opti-
mization by improving our surrogate model. In addition, se-
lecting points by distance exploration is beneficial against the
GP predictive variance in such a way that GP variance is cru-
cially sensitive to the choice of kernel length-scale parameter
which may not be estimated accurately given limited observa-
tions. As a result, our UCB-DE gains favorable performance
against the baselines. In particular, for alpine2 and gSobol
functions which require more exploration, our UCB-DE sig-
nificantly outperforms all competitors by a wide margin.
Another useful property of our UCB-DE is the computa-
tional advantage. Using a time axis (Fig. 2 bottom), we high-
light that our UCB-DE outperforms the others within a short
period. UCB-DE is better than UCB-Rand because the DE
can gather information optimally than random which can se-
lect points near the existing observations.
3.3 Batch BO for less expensive experiments
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our UCB-DE on real-
world applications where the function evaluations are less
expensive. Specifically, we pick the experiments such that
each experiment evaluation is in a range of 1− 10 times the
CPU computation of the batch BO algorithm. We select three
experiments with the decreasing expensiveness order as (1)
physical heat-treatment design, (2) machine learning model,
and (3) optimizing the PES acquisition functions. We use a
batch size B = 10 and the number of iteration is T = 10d for
the batch approaches whereas the global optimization solvers
can take more evaluations given the same time budget.
Heat-treatment design for Aluminum. We consider the
alloy hardening process of Aluminum-scandium [Kampmann
and Wagner, 1983] consisting of three stages each of which
includes a choice of time and temperature. We aim to max-
imize the strength for alloys by designing the appropriate
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Figure 4: Optimizing less expensive black-box functions in a time
axis (including the time for BO and for evaluating experiments in
parallel). UCB-DE outperforms the baselines within the shortest
time. When function evaluations are a bit more expensive (top row),
the BO approaches are clearly better than the global optimization.
times and temperatures. Thus, we have 6 experimental de-
sign choices to tune. We collaborate with the metallurgists to
evaluate the strength using the KWN Matlab simulator. Each
evaluation takes about 30 secs.
Tuning cheap machine learning model. We optimize the
hyper-parameters for the multi-label classification algorithm
of BNMC [Nguyen et al., 2016a] on Scene dataset using the
available code. There are 6 hyper-parameters to tune so that
the F1-score is maximized. Each evaluation takes 20 secs.
PES acquisition function. Optimizing the acquisition
function to select a next evaluation is a common strategy in
BO. Gradient-based optimizer is ideal for this step when the
acquisition function has the derivative information available
(e.g., EI and UCB). However, it is not the case for infor-
mation theoretic acquisition functions, such as Predictive en-
tropy search [Hernández-Lobato et al., 2014] because of mul-
tiple assumptions and approximation by expectation propaga-
tion which does not guarantee to converge and often leads to
numerical instabilities. Formally, we consider αPES a less
expensive black-box function and use batch BO to optimize
xt = argmaxαPES(x). Each evaluation of αPES(x) takes 2
secs although finding argmaxαPES(x), requiring many eval-
uations, will take 800−3000 secs.
Analyzing the results. We report the results in Fig. 4. It
can be seen that the performance of B-TS and Random ap-
proaches are in high uncertainty than the others. Although the
Random, L-BFGS-B (with multi-start) and Direct can take
more evaluations, they generally perform worse than the BO
approaches. This is because BO approaches, with theoretical
guarantee, can balance exploration and exploitation to reach
to the better location using less evaluations.
When function evaluations are a bit more expensive (i.e.
heat-treatment and BNMC in the Top Fig. 4), the BO ap-
proaches are clearly better than all global optimization ap-
proaches. On the other hand, for cheaper evaluation func-
tions of PES, the L-BFGS-B (with multi-start) will perform
well (see Bottom Fig. 4).
The experiments show that our UCB-DE overall achieves
the best performance within the shortest time (see Fig. 4).
Although BUCB also gains good optimization values (simi-
lar to ours) at the end, it takes BUCB 3−6 times slower than
our UCB-DE to reach there. We remark that a random search
(Random in Fig. 4) results in poor performance especially in
high dimension whereas a random search with UCB (or UCB-
Rand) performs surprisingly well. Specifically, we demon-
strate that using our UCB-DE can speed up the optimization
cost for PES acquisition function [Hernández-Lobato et al.,
2014] from 800 secs in d = 6 to 100 secs for the same opti-
mal value.
3.4 Computation complexity comparison
In Fig. 5, we study the computational time w.r.t. different
batch sizes B = 5,10,15,20 on Hartmann 6D function and
different dimensions d = 3,5,6,10.
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Figure 5: Time comparison with different batch size B and dimen-
sions d. The proposed UCB-DE is the fastest batch BO method.
We learn from Fig. 5 that UCB-PE (DPP) takes more com-
putation than the others because it repeatedly computes rel-
evant regions and searches for the highest variance location
in these regions. BUCB only updates the predictive vari-
ance while it keeps the mean function fixed. Hence, BUCB
is cheaper than CL which requires updating both mean and
variance. Local penalization (LP) [González et al., 2016] is
faster than BUCB. This is because LP does not recompute GP
after adding each element in a batch, instead LP maintains a
penalized cost after inserting each element.
Our proposed approach significantly runs faster than the
others. Especially, when a batch size B increases, our UCB-
DE computation seems invariant and surpasses the others in
an order of magnitude. Because increasing a batch size results
in more observations and requires to perform more global op-
timization steps, the complexity of BUCB is increased while
our UCB-DE is much cheaper.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have considered a novel setting in optimizing
the less expensive black-box functions. To address this less
expensive setting, we have presented an algorithm UCB-DE
for batch Bayesian optimization. While our approach is sim-
ple to implement, it maintains desirable properties of explo-
ration. Our proposed DE greatly speeds up the computation
for batch BO that we do not need to run multiple global op-
timization to fill a batch. We demonstrate that the proposed
UCB-DE is the best batch BO approach for optimizing the
less expensive black-box functions.
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